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Abstract

Separation of concerns has long been an important strategy to deal with complexity when devel-

oping a system. Some concerns (like security) are scattered through the whole system, and differ-

ent modules are tangled to such concerns. These concerns are known as cross-cutting concerns.

When the system in question is a business process, cross-cutting concerns are aimed at being

encapsulated by Aspect-Oriented Business Process Modeling. However, the state-of-the-art

techniques in this field lack efficient mechanisms that (1) support composition of cross-cutting

concerns that can be defined in parallel to (a part of) a process model and (2) enable specifying

both mandatory and optional cross-cutting concerns. To address these limitations, this paper pro-

poses a new Aspect-Oriented Business Process Modeling approach. The approach is hybrid since

it is based on declarative rules to relate imperative cross-cutting concerns and imperative business

process models. The approach is explained, formally grounded with precise semantics, and used

accordingly to implement the artifacts that support modeling and enactment of business pro-

cesses in the proposed fashion as a proof of concept. In addition, the approach is evaluated on

the basis of the Technology Acceptance Model during a workshop session. The result shows that

participants perceived the approach usable and easy to use.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Separation of concerns is an important strategy for people to deal with complexity. This strategy has been widely used and adopted in developing

systems where designers can divide the specifications of systems into smaller individual modules. These modules can be managed, understood, and

changed separately but integrated into a comprehensive, overall specification. The lack of a proper separation can lead to very intertwined complex

systems, which are hard to be changed and managed.

Business processes are examples of such systems, which can be defined through sets of constraints to fulfill specific goals. These constraints spec-

ify how activities in a business process can be managed, and they are categorized into 2 major groups. One group consists of procedural flow-based

constraints that specify how a business process should be performed step by step. The other group consists of very flexible models suitable for spec-

ifying processes characterized by high variability, which can hardly be specified as a predetermined procedure. We call the models in the first group

imperative models while those in the second group declarative models.1

Imperative models specify the behavior of flow-oriented and rigid business processes. In these models, the behavior of a process is specified explic-

itly. Imperative models can be expressed using Business Process Model And Notation (BPMN),2 Yet Another Workflow Language (YAWL),3 Petri

nets, etc. In contrast, declarative models allow all behavior to happen unless it is explicitly forbidden. Thus, they suit knowledge intensive business

processes better, where people have a high degree of flexibility in the process enactment.1 The border between imperative and declarative models is

not very distinct. Indeed, there are variants of processes that cannot be specified solely by imperative or declarative constraints effectively. Instead,

a combination of these constraints defines how those processes should work. The techniques that aim at specifying processes using a combination

of imperative and declarative constraints are called hybrid modeling techniques.4-10
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The selection of the right technique for specifying a business process is not always sufficient to enable process modelers to deal with the com-

plexity of business processes. Therefore, there are available different modularization techniques, which are introduced for this purpose.11 Some

of these techniques have been defined considering that some concerns in organizations like security and privacy are not limited to 1 business

process, but they can have effect in many different processes. These concerns are known as cross-cutting concerns, which support interoperation

in organizations.12 The Aspect-Oriented paradigm proposes a new modularization technique in which a developer can write unitary and sepa-

rate statements to define the relations between different modules and these concerns.13 In the process modeling area, Aspect-Oriented Business

Process Modeling (AO-BPM) aims at encapsulating these concerns.14

Aspect-Oriented Business Process Modeling approaches specify how cross-cutting concerns can be managed to a large extent for imperative

business process models15,16 and can be applied to specific points of the process models, ie, before, after, or around an activity. Therefore, these

approaches cannot specify cross-cutting constraints that can be executed in parallel to the main process and that cannot be attached to a specific

activity and those that are optional. For example, as a security concern for the entry process into the United States, the arriving travelers should

submit their passport information and customs declaration form prior to Customs and Border Protection inspection.* A traveler can submit the

documents at any time after arrival and before Customs and Border Protection inspection. This sort of concerns cannot be encapsulated through

existing AO-BPM approaches since it is not bounded to a single activity in a process model. Instead, a traveler can do it at any time in parallel to the

remaining part of the process.

As a second example, we consider the different financial concerns that are running in an organization. In Stockholm University, any reimbursement

can be applied after the payment but before the accounting department closes the fiscal year. Failing to submit the reimbursement does not prevent

the process to continue (the accounting department will close the fiscal year at the right time), yet the applicant will not be reimbursed. This is a

typical example of the concern that is not mandatory for a business process.

The current state-of-the-art techniques in AO-BPM lack efficient mechanisms that (1) support composition of cross-cutting concerns that can be

defined in parallel to (a part of) a process model and (2) enable specifying both mandatory and optional cross-cutting concerns. The problem roots

in the fact that current AO-BPM approaches are developed for imperative process modeling techniques, and they are not flexible enough to sup-

port articulation of such processes that requires more flexibility. Therefore, we propose to solve these limitations using a hybrid modeling approach

that enables relating imperative cross-cutting concerns and business process models through declarative rules.17 We assume that cross-cutting

concerns and business process models are represented using an imperative notation since we want to support modelers in scenarios where pro-

cesses are executed following well-defined procedures. Take for example a procedure for handling a loan application or a procedure for admitting a

patient in a hospital. In these cases, representing these procedures in a declarative fashion would quickly hamper the understandability of the mod-

els (too many rules are generally needed to model well-structured processes). In addition, since nowadays workflow systems are mainly driven by

procedural specifications, configuring these systems starting from a declarative model could become very problematic.

We give a formal definition of syntax and semantics for our approach, and we proof the soundness of the resulting models. This is an important

property that needs to be satisfied when the models have to be executed to guarantee a proper completion of each process execution. We have

also implemented artifacts, as proofs of concept, to support both modeling and enactment of business processes, specified using this approach.

The approach has been applied to a case from the educational domain to demonstrate how it supports the execution of business processes and

cross-cutting concerns. In addition, the usability of the approach has been studied through a workshop. The result of the workshop shows that the

hybrid approach can enhance AO-BPM to specify both optional and mandatory concerns, which can be executed concurrently with other process

functionalities.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 provides basic terminologies and a summary of aspect orientation in business

process management. Section 3 explains the proposed approach. Sections 4 and 5 introduce definitions and semantics. Section 6 describes the

artifacts implemented to support the proposed approach. Section 7 reports the result of the workshop that studies the usefulness of the approach.

Section 9 discusses the related work. Section 10 concludes the paper and explains future directions for research.

2 BACKGROUND

Separation of concerns has long been an important issue in software development domain, and there are different modularization approaches that

support it. In this section, we introduce modularization techniques in business process modeling. Then, we will introduce how an aspect-oriented

approach can support encapsulation of cross-cutting concerns in business process models.

2.1 Modularization techniques in business process modeling

Real business processes are usually very complex so that business process modeling is often a challenge for process designers. Modularization

techniques are means to separate the different concerns of a business process so as to facilitate coping with its complexity. La Rosa et al11

*http://www.cbp.gov/newsroom/national-media-release/2014-08-11-000000/new-mobile-passport-control-app-available
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FIGURE 1 An abstract representation of modularization techniques for business process modeling14

categorize the modularization techniques in business process modeling into 3 classes: vertical, horizontal, and orthogonal. Figure 1 shows an

abstract representation of these techniques.

Figure 1A shows a scenario where no decomposition is applied. As can be seen, the concerns should be remodeled several times in each process

model. This repetition adds costs in terms of process design and maintenance. To avoid such problems, the concerns should be encapsulated to make

them reusable.

Figure 1B shows a scenario where vertical decomposition is applied. This decomposition suits a situation where the concerns are limited to 1

process model, and the process designer knows exactly the places in the process model where each concern should be considered. As can be seen,

the concern is encapsulated in a separate module for each process model and is called by adding a placeholder in it. Although the encapsulated

module can be reused several times within the scope of the same process model, the concern should be remodeled to be used for other process

models (scattering problem). This still hinders reusability in cases where concerns should be shared by more than 1 process model.

Figure 1C shows a scenario where horizontal decomposition is applied. This decomposition suits a situation where the concerns are not limited to

1 process model, and, also, the process designer knows exactly the places in the process models where each concern should be imposed. The concern

is encapsulated in a separate module and is called by adding placeholders in the process models. This is a very effective decomposition technique,

but still not flexible because the process designer should explicitly specify the places in the process models where the concern should be applied.

Therefore, a change in the regulations on how to apply a cross-cutting concern enforces modelers to investigate all placeholders and refine them

accordingly (tangling problem).

Figure 1D shows a scenario where orthogonal decomposition is applied. This decomposition suits a situation where the concerns are not limited

to 1 process model, and the process designer does not know the places in the process models where each concern should be considered before-

hand. The concern is encapsulated in a separate module and is imposed in the process models when some conditions are satisfied. These conditions

are articulated using some rules that specify the circumstances under which the concern should be applied. Neither the process models nor the

cross-cutting concerns are aware of each other in this modularization technique. In this way, if the condition for applying a concern changes, the

process designer only needs to change these rules. In this sense, this modularization technique is more flexible than all the others. Aspect-Oriented

Programming (AOP) is an example of an orthogonal modularization technique.

2.2 Modularizing aspects with aspect orientation

Aspect-Oriented Programming proposes to encapsulate the core functionalities of programs in modules called core classes and to encapsulate the

cross-cutting functionalities in other modules called advices.18 Advices encapsulate actions that should be performed to fulfill cross-cutting con-

cerns, and they can later be related to core classes through asserting sentences like: “In program P, whenever condition C arises, perform action A.”19

These assertions are called pointcuts. The combinations of advices and related pointcuts are called aspects.

Similar terminologies are applied in AO-BPM. The left-side part of Figure 2 shows 4 processes and 4 cross-cutting concerns, symbolized with

horizontal and vertical bars, respectively. It is visually expressed that a business process must address a concern if the concern crosses over it.

AO-BPM aims at modeling the core functionalities of each of these business processes in a module called core concern (see the right-hand side

of Figure 2). Each cross-cutting concern is encapsulated in a module called advice. Pointcuts are components that enable assertion of statements

FIGURE 2 Aspect-Oriented Business Process Modeling
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like “In process P, whenever condition C arises, perform advice A.” In Figure 2, main process, advices, and pointcuts are represented by pentagons

(annotated by M as an acronym for “Model”).

The strength of AOP is the possibility of “programming by making quantified programmatic assertions over programs written by programmers

oblivious to such assertions.”19 The same advantages are applied to the business process modeling area, where Obliviousness and Quantification

are considered as fundamental principles. Obliviousness refers to the fact that modelers can design the core concern without knowing about

cross-cutting concerns. Quantification is the mechanism to recognize the points in the core concerns where a concern should be applied (join points).

To enact aspect-oriented models, they should be transformed into standard models, or the system that enacts them should be aware of their

semantics.20 Transforming these models into a standard notation is called Static Weaving,21 and enacting them through a system that is aware of

their semantics is called Dynamic Weaving.22 Weaving is a composition process that interconnects core and cross-cutting concerns together based

on the rules specified in pointcuts, thus resulting in a unified process specification.

3 APPROACH

This section introduces a new approach to modularize cross-cutting concerns in the process modeling area to address the limitations mentioned

in Section 1. The new approach supports 2 requirements, ie, (1) the definition of both mandatory and optional cross-cutting concerns and (2) the

composition of cross-cutting concerns that can be defined in parallel to (a part of) a process model. We use one of the processes in Figure 2, the

Course Examination process, as a running example to explain our approach.

3.1 Core concern

The Course Examination process should comply with 3 cross-cutting concerns, ie, privacy, security, and archiving concerns in accordance with the

concerns that cross over this process (see Figure 2). To specify this process, we use the Petri net shown in Figure 3. The Course Examination starts

with the Schedule The Exam task performed by the education secretary. Then, students can register for the exam through the Register Students task.

In parallel, the Send Exam Questions task enables the examiner to send the exam questions (at least 1 wk before the exam) to the secretary. After the

registration deadline, the secretary prepares the exams through the Print Exam Materials task.

After the exam, the administrative personnel registers students who participated in the exam through the Register Participant List task. The exam-

iner grades the exam and reports the result through the Register Grades task. The grades are A, B, C, D, E, Fx, and F. Grades Fx and F are failing grades;

however, students who receive Fx have another chance to improve their grades to E. The examiner should provide instructions (as an assignment)

for those who received the grade Fx through the Send Fx instruction task. Students can Submit Assignments before the specified deadline. Thereafter,

the examiner grades the submissions and reports the result through the Register Grades task. Finally, the Course Leader (can be the same person as

the examiner) writes the course summary.

3.2 Cross-cutting concerns

Figure 4 shows cross-cutting concerns that are applicable for the Course Examination process. These concerns are encapsulated as advices and are

modeled using Petri nets.

As a privacy concern, the Grade Inform advice specifies that the students should be informed about grades through emails. As a security con-

cern, the Grade Registration advice specifies that the administrative staff should provide a grading registration form, which should be signed by the

examiner. As an archiving concern, the Archive Examination advice specifies that the examined sheets should be scanned if they are not in digital for-

mat by the administrative staff. Subsequently, they should be uploaded to the system. Moreover, the Archive Exam Materials advice specifies that the

examiner can optionally archive exam material like questions and correct answers.

FIGURE 3 Course Examination process
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FIGURE 4 Cross-cutting concerns for the Course Examination process

3.3 Pointcuts

Having both a core concern (the main process) and cross-cutting concerns, we can specify pointcuts to relate these parts. To do this, we need to intro-

duce a new language to specify pointcuts that is able to cope with the imperative nature of core and cross-cutting concerns and, at the same time, it

is declarative so that the 2 parts can be connected in a flexible way (like in any orthogonal decomposition). Three elements should be considered in

the definition of the language, ie, (1) if quantification is clear-box or black-box, (2) if quantification is static or dynamic, and (3) if weaving is static or

dynamic. Figure 5 shows the relation of these options with the issues they might introduce.

Quantification is the mechanism to identify the join points in the core concern, ie, the points in the process model where a cross-cutting concern

should be applied. Quantification can be clear-box or black-box. A clear-box quantification is specific to 1 notation (see, for example, Reichert and

Weber23). Therefore, since there are many different syntaxes to specify a process model, using a clear-box quantification makes it very difficult to

end up with a general way to specify pointcuts. This issue is indicated by S in Figure 5. In contrast, a black-box quantification enables abstracting

from a specific syntax, and elements of the core process model are quantified through general interfaces (eg, the activity names).

FIGURE 5 Design criteria for a pointcut language
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FIGURE 6 Proposed language for the specification of pointcuts

Quantification can be performed at design time (static) or at runtime (dynamic). We stress that this classification of quantification is not given

on the basis of when the rules (ie, the pointcuts) are specified, but based on when the join points (ie, the exact points in the core concern where the

cross-cutting concerns should be applied) are identified. Indeed, the pointcuts can be asserted at design time for both static and dynamic quantifica-

tion. Sometimes, in dynamic quantification, the pointcuts can be specified at runtime. The assertion of pointcuts at runtime is called in the literature

late modeling.24

Weaving can also be performed at design time (static) or at runtime (dynamic). Therefore, 3 combinations can be considered, ie, (1) both quantifi-

cation and weaving are performed statically, (2) one of them is performed statically and the other one dynamically, and (3) both quantification and

weaving are performed dynamically. If both quantification and weaving are performed statically, the language cannot take into consideration run-

time information since none of them is performed at runtime. This is an issue (indicated by R in Figure 5) because certain information about a process

could be available only at runtime when the user decides about data values. For example, information about the data perspective of a process like

the amount of a loan in a process for handling loan applications is available only at runtime.

Runtime information can be predicted at design time and captured through placeholders—which can be bound at runtime—if either quantifi-

cation or weaving is performed at runtime. This is a sort of underspecification technique commonly used to address flexibility in business process

modeling.24 If quantification is performed at design time and weaving at runtime, the process designer can define placeholders for predicted sce-

narios. For example, placeholders should be added after each task to check if the amount of a loan is exceeding a certain threshold at runtime. Note

that several placeholders could need to be specified in the process model since the designer does not know exactly when the condition will be valid

(this issue is indicated by P in the figure). If quantification is performed at runtime and weaving at design time, the process designer can define the

rules only once. However, the weaving process will generate several placeholders anyway to capture these rules and check if the condition is valid.

To summarize, as it can be seen from Figure 5

• the clear-box quantification suffers from the problem of being specific to only 1 notation;

• if quantification and weaving are both performed at design time, then it is not possible to take runtime information into consideration;

• if either quantification or weaving is static and the other one is dynamic, then a large amount of placeholders needs to be added to the process

models.

As it can be seen in the figure, the combination of black-box dynamic quantification with dynamic weaving is the best choice for process modeling

and enactment with AO-BPM. This choice also enables to change the quantification rules at runtime, so this choice is followed in this paper. In

particular, to define a language to specify pointcuts that support our requirements, we propose a new approach in which the relation between core

concern and cross-cutting concerns can be defined using declarative rules. Quantification in this approach is based on 2 join points in a process

model, called initiator and terminator. An initiator is a join point in a process model that specifies the start point after which a cross-cutting concern can

be executed. A terminator is a join point in a process model that specifies the end point before which a cross-cutting concern should be terminated.

Moreover, it should be considered that we can define 2 possibilities when enabling instances of cross-cutting concerns, ie, (1) instances of con-

cerns can be created and enabled every time an initiator is executed or (2) instances of concerns can be created and enabled once between the

execution of an initiator and the execution of a terminator. We define 4 declarative rules to support the definition of pointcuts to relate advices to

the main process, called mandatory conditional response (mcr), mandatory conditional alternate response (mcar), optional conditional response

(ocr), and optional conditional alternate response (ocar):

• mcr indicates that an advice must be executed once in the period between the execution of the initiator and the execution of the terminator.

• mcar indicates that an instantiation of the advice must be started every time the initiator is executed and every instantiation must be terminated

before the execution of the terminator.

• ocr indicates that an advice can be executed at most once in the period between the execution of the initiator and the execution of the terminator.

• ocar indicates that an instantiation of the advice can be started every time the initiator is executed and every instantiation must be terminated

before the execution of the terminator.

The graphical representations of these rules are illustrated in Figure 6. Note that I, A, and T represent the initiator, the advice name, and the

terminator, respectively.
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FIGURE 7 Specification of pointcuts for the running case

Figure 7 shows the application of these rules to our running case. Four declarative rules are defined to relate advices to the main process, which

are annotated by numbers in the figure. The first rule indicates that the Grade Registration advice should be executed every time the grades are

registered, and it should be completed before the process is ended. The second rule indicates that the Grade Inform advice should be executed every

time the grades are registered, and it should be completed before the process is ended. The third rule indicates that the Archive Examination advice

should be executed after registering the grades (once for all), and it should be completed before the process is ended. The fourth rule indicates that

the Archive Exam Materials advice may be executed after registering the participant list, but—if so—it should be finished before the process is ended.

The first 3 rules are mandatory rules, and the last rule is optional. Moreover, the first 2 rules are of type mcar, because both the security and the

privacy concerns should be executed for every change in the grades. The third rule is of type mcr; the fourth rule is an ocr.

In this paper, we limit our pointcut language to support quantification over main concerns through names of activities. The language can easily be

extended to support other perspectives like data and resource as defined in the literature.16,25

4 WORKFLOW NETS

The proposed modeling approach requires a formal definition of syntax and semantics. The provided semantics will enable a Workflow Manage-

ment System to interpret the models and weave them for an appropriate execution. In particular, we introduce the notion of Hybrid net, which

is used to combine imperative core and cross-cutting concerns based on declarative rules. In this paper, we focus on the control-flow perspective

while abstracting from other perspectives like data, resource, or time. Our formalism is based on the definition of workflow net provided in the

literature.26,27

A workflow net is a particular type of Petri net. Petri nets consist of places and transitions, shown by circles and squares, respectively. Places show

the substates of a system, and transitions show the actions that change the substates. Places can be connected to transitions, and transitions can be

connected to places through directed arrows. The overall state of the net is specified by the distribution of tokens over places (a.k.a. marking). Each

transition is enabled if there is 1 token in each input place, and the result of executing a transition is reflected by adding a token in each output place

and removing a token from each input place (firing rule). For example, Figure 8 shows 2 Petri nets called Pc and Pcc, representing a core concern and

a cross-cutting concern, respectively. The declarative rules specified in the lower right part of the figure indicate that we want this cross-cutting

concern to be executed between B and D and between C and E of the main process.

The conventional definition of a Petri net does not allow for the desired execution semantics for these nets. In this example, if B and C are executed,

they will produce tokens in their output places. We are also interested in producing a token in the input place of the cross-cutting concern, which

will enable the execution of the concern. Moreover, we want to change the firing rules to not enable the terminator (D) until its corresponding

cross-cutting concern has completed. However, it is not possible to distinguish between 2 tokens in Pcc, since they do not convey information about

their initiator. This means that if one of these tokens is consumed by task S, producing a token in the output place, we do not know if we should enable

D or not (the situation is shown in Figure 8). For this reason, we need to add information to tokens about their initiator. In addition, as discussed later,

a unique id needs to be assigned to each token, which is used to ensure safeness and soundness properties.
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FIGURE 8 Petri net examples of core concern and a cross-cutting concern

4.1 Colors in Petri nets

In the following definitions, we adapt the standard concepts related to Petri nets and workflow nets26,27 to include the notion of colored tokens.

These definitions will be used as background to introduce Hybrid nets in the following section.

Definition 1. P/T-nets: A Place/Transition net (P/T-net) is a tuple N = (PN
, TN

, FN),† where PN is a finite set of places; TN is a finite set of transitions,

such that (PN ∩ TN = ∅); and FN ⊆ (PN × TN) ∪ (TN × PN) is a set of directed arcs, called the flow relation.

A preset of an element x ∈ PN ∪ TN in the net N is defined as
N
• x = {y ∈ (PN ∪ TN)|(y, x) ∈ FN}. A postset of an element x ∈ PN ∪ TN in the net N is

defined as x
N
• = {y ∈ (PN ∪ TN)|(x, y) ∈ FN}. P, T, and F represent the universe of all places, transitions, and flows, respectively.

Definition 2. Colored tokens: A colored token is a pair T = ({𝛽} ∪ T,N). The first value of the tuple represents the initiator. The value 𝛽 will be

used later for defining a base net. The second value represents an instance number for the token.

Definition 3. Marked P/T-nets: A marked P/T-net is a tuple (N, sN), where N = (PN
, TN

, FN) is a P/T-net; and sN is a function (called bag) over PN

denoting the marking of the net, ie, the distribution of tokens in the net. The set of all marked P/T-nets is denoted with  .

A marking is a function from P and T to the set of natural numbers N. The sequence brackets are used for specifying the bag, eg,

[(p1, (𝛽,1))1, (p2, (t4,2))3]denotes the bag with 1 token (𝛽,1) in place p1 and 3 tokens (t4,2) in place p2. Considering 2 bags X and Y, the sum of 2 bags

(X + Y), the difference (X − Y), the presence of an element in a bag (p1, (𝛽, n ∈ N)) ∈ X, and the notion of subbags (X ≤ Y) are considered as well.

Having s be the set of all markings, assign is a function assign ∶ {𝛽}∪T → N, such that∀v1 ∈ {𝛽} ∪ T, ∀v2 ∈ N, ∀p ∈ P ∶ (p, (v1, v2)) ∈ s → n ≠ v2.

Definition 4. Firing rules: Let (N = (PN
, TN

, FN), sN) be a marked P/T-net. The transition t ∈ TN is enabled for the token with the value a ∈ T,

denoted (N, sN)[t, a⟩, iff ∀p ∈
N
• t ∶ (p, a) ∈ sN. The firing rule −[−,−⟩− ⊆  × (T, a) ×  is the smallest relation satisfying for any (N, sN) ∈ 

and any t ∈ TN, (N, sN)[t, a⟩ ⇒ (N, sN)[t, a⟩(N, sN) − {(p, a)|∀p ∈
N
• t} + {(p, a)|∀p ∈ t

N
•}).

Definition 5. Reachable markings: Let (N, s0) be a marked P/T-net in  , where s0 is the initial marking. A marking s′
is reachable from s0 iff

there exists a sequence of enabled transitions whose firing leads from s0 to s′
. The set of all reachable markings of (N, s0) is denoted with [N, s0⟩.

Definition 6. Firing sequences: Let (N, sN
0
) with N = (PN

, TN
, FN) be a marked P/T-net. A sequence 𝜎 ∈ TN∗ ‡ is called a firing sequence of (N, sN

0
)

iff, for some natural number n ∈ N and a token with value a, there exist markings sN
1
, … , sN

n and transitions t1, … , tn ∈ TN such that 𝜎 = t1...tn

and, for all i with 0 ≤ i < n, (N, sN
i
)[ti+1, a⟩ and sN

i+1
= sN

i
− {(p, a)|∀p ∈

N
• t} + {(p, a)|∀p ∈ t

N
•}

Definition 7. Connectedness: A net N = (PN
, TN

, FN) is weakly connected, or simply connected, iff, for every 2 nodes x and y in PN ∪
TN, x(FN ∪ FN−1)∗y. The net N is strongly connected iff, for every 2 nodes x and y, xFN∗ y.

Definition 8. Boundedness, safeness: A marked net (N = (PN
, TN

, FN), sN) is bounded iff the set of reachable markings [N, sN⟩ is finite. It is safe

iff, for any s′ ∈ [N, sN⟩ and any p ∈ PN and any a ∈ T, s′(p, a) ≤ 1. Note that safeness implies boundedness.

† The superscript N for a set specifies the net that contains the elements of the set.
‡ R−1 is the inverse and R∗ is the reflexive and transitive closure of a relation R.
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JALALI ET AL. 9 of 21

Definition 9. Dead transitions, liveness: Let (N = (PN
, TN

, FN), sN) be a marked P/T-net. A transition t is dead in (N, sN) iff there is no reachable

markings s′ ∈ [N, sN⟩ for a token a ∈ T such that (N, s′N )[t, a⟩. (N, sN) is live iff, for every reachable marking s′ ∈ [N, sN⟩ and t ∈ TN, there is a

reachable marking s′ ′ ∈ [N, s′ ⟩ such that (N, s′ ′ )[t, a⟩.

In accordance with the above definitions, we also use a slightly different definition for workflow nets.

Definition 10. Workflow nets: Let N = (PN
, TN

, FN)be a P/T-net and t̄ an element not in PN∪TN. N is a workflow net (WF-net) iff (1) PN contains an

input place i such that
N
• i = ∅; (2) PN contains an output place o such that o

N
• = ∅, and (3) N̄ = (PN, TN ∪{t̄}, FN ∪{(o, t̄), (t̄, i)} is strongly connected.

Definition 11. Soundness: Let N = (PN
, TN

, FN) be a WF-net with input place i and output place o. N is sound for any n ∈ N iff(N, [(i, (𝛽, n))]) is

safe, for any marking s ∈ [N, [(i, (𝛽, n))]⟩, o ∈ s implies s = [(o, (𝛽, n))], for any marking s ∈ [N, [(i, (𝛽, n))]⟩, [(o, (𝛽, n))] ∈ [N, s⟩, and (N, [(i, (𝛽, n))])

contains no dead transitions.

We only extend the definition of P/T-nets and WF-nets with colored tokens. Therefore, the verification of soundness that is given in van der

Aalst26 is also valid for this extension, since tokens with different colors are treated separately from each other.

5 HYBRID NETS

In this section, we introduce Hybrid nets, which enable us to define core and cross-cutting concerns as well as the pointcuts to connect them.

Cross-cutting concerns can be defined through workflow nets, and core concerns are defined through base nets. The introduction of Hybrid nets

allows us to relate these nets to each other through declarative rules. We also specify the execution semantics for these nets and discuss why they

are sound.

Definition 12. Base nets: A base net (B-net) is a workflow net BN with 1 start and 1 end transition such that there exists a workflow net WF =

(PWF
, TWF

, FWF), BN = (PWF ∪{i′BN
, o′BN}, TWF ∪{startBN, endBN}, FWF ∪{(i′BN

, startBN), (startBN
, iWF(oWF , endBN), (endBN

, o′BN )}),where iWF and oWF are

the input and output places of the workflow net WF, respectively, endBN
, startBN ∉ TWF, and i′BN

, o′BN ∉ PWF .

The start and the end transitions are introduced to enable the definition of cross-cutting concerns that can run in parallel to the main process

from the start until the end of the process. Figure 9 shows an abstract representation of a base net. As it can be seen, it has a start transition that

connects the input place of the base net to the input place of the workflow net and an end transition that connects the output place of the workflow

net to the output place of the base net.

Definition 13. Hybrid nets: A Hybrid net (H-net) is a tuple H = (BN,CN = ∪
i=1..n

{Ni = (PNi , TNi , FNi )}, 𝜙, 𝜒), where BN is a B-net with a start

event (startBN) and an end event (endBN), CN is a set of WF-nets (called concern nets) such that {BN} ∩ CN = ∅, n ∈ N, 𝜙 is a function from

transitions in BN to the set of concern nets, ie, 𝜙 ∶ TBN → 2CN, and 𝜒 is a function from transitions in BN and their related concern nets to tuples

composed of other transitions in BN and a member of the relation set RS = {mcr,mcar, ocr, ocar}, ie, 𝜒 ∶ t1 ∈ TBN × 𝜙(t1) → (t2 ∈ TBN
,RS),

where t1 ≠ endBN ∧ t2 ≠ startBN. t1 is called initiator, and t2 is called terminator. mcr, ocr,mcar, and ocar are acronyms that stand for mandatory

conditional response, optional conditional response, mandatory conditional alternate response, and optional conditional alternate response relations,

respectively.

H-nets enable to relate core and cross-cutting concerns through specific relation types. Figure 10 shows an abstract graphical representation of

a H-net. It consists of a base net (B1) and a cross-cutting concern (C1). To connect these 2 nets, we need some rules. Imagine that we are interested

in performing the cross-cutting concern in parallel to the process model, ie, starting after StartB1 and ending before endB1. This relation is illustrated

using the dashed flows in the figure. An mcr rule relates StartB1 to C1, ie, 𝜙(StartB1) = C1. It enforces the concern to be finished before endB1, ie,

𝜒(StartB1
,C1) = (endB1

,mcr). The graphical representation of this rule is illustrated in the figure between the 2 nets.

FIGURE 9 An abstract graphical representation of a B-net
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10 of 21 JALALI ET AL.

FIGURE 10 An abstract graphical representation of an H-net

Definition 14. Marked H-nets: A marked H-net is a tuple (HN, s), where HN is an H-net, ie, H = (BN,CN, 𝜙, 𝜒), and s is a bag over all places of

WF-nets in HN, ie, s = ∪
c∈CN

sc ∪ sBN, where (BN, sBN) and ∀c ∈ CN, (c, sc) are marked P/T-nets.

Marked H-nets indicate the state of a system based on the state of its separated modules.

Here, we explain B-net enabling and firing rules informally with the example net introduced in Figure 8. The top net in Figure 11 shows the third

marking of the net, where there is a token in the input places of transitions B and C. A transition in the B-net is enabled if (1) there is at least 1 token

in each input place and (2) there is no incomplete mandatory concern for which this transition is defined as the terminator. The second condition is

satisfied if there is no token (corresponding to the mandatory concerns for which the transition is defined as the terminator) left in any place (except

the output place) of the concern nets. In our example, transitions B and C are enabled (represented with a bold border) because (1) there is 1 token

in their input place and (2) these transitions are not terminators of any mandatory concern.

An enabled transition can be fired. If a transition in the B-net is fired, it consumes and produces a set of tokens. The set of consumed tokens

includes (1) a token from each input place and (2) all tokens corresponding to the concerns for which the transition is defined as the terminator from

all concern nets. The set of produced tokens includes (1) a token in each output place and (2) a token in the input places of the concern nets for which

the transition is defined as an initiator.

The second net in the figure shows the 5th marking, where both transitions (B and C) are fired. Firing these transitions results in a token in each

of their output places. However, they also produce a token in the input place of the concern net since B and C are both initiators of declarative rules

corresponding to the concern. As it can be seen in the figure, the first value of the token is changed from 𝛽 to the name of the transition, and the

second value is a unique number. In this way, we can distinguish between these 2 tokens. Now, transition S is enabled in the concern. Transition E in

the base net is also enabled. This transition is enabled because it is not defined as the terminator for a mandatory rule. Indeed, it is defined as the

terminator for an optional rule. Transition D is not enabled because it is defined as the terminator of a mandatory rule, and there is a token in a place

that is not the output place of the corresponding concern (ie, the input place of the concern).

The last net shows the next marking, where transition E is fired. As it can be seen, the token in its input place is removed. In addition, all tokens

(corresponding to the optional concern for which E is the terminator) in the concern net are also removed. As a result, it is not possible to execute

the optional concern anymore. Now, the only enabled transition is S in the concern net. If the transition is fired, it consumes the token from its input

place and produces a token in its output place (see the 7th marking in Figure 12). Therefore, transition D becomes enabled since there is a token in

its input place and only 1 token corresponding to the mandatory concern for which D is the terminator in the output place of the concern net. The

firing of this transition results in enabling transition F (see the 8th marking). The formal definitions of enabling and firing rules are defined as follows.

Definition 15. Concern nets enabling and firing rules: for any concern net c ∈ CN, enabling and firing rules are the same as for P/T-nets.

Definition 16. B-net enabling rule: In the B-net BN, the transition t ∈ TBN is enabled for the token with value a = (𝛽, n), denoted (BN, sBN)[t, a⟩,

iff

• ∀p ∈
BN
• t ∶ (p, a) ∈ sN, and

• ∀t1 ∈ TBN∀c ∈ 𝜙(t1)

(
(𝜒(t1, c) = (t,mcr) ∨ 𝜒(t1, c) = (t,mcar)) → ∄t′′ ∈ T∀n ∈ N

(
c, [

⋃
p∈Pc

{(p, (t1, n))} ∩ sc]

)
[t′′, (t1, n)⟩)

Definition 17. B-net firing rule: the firing rule −[−,−⟩− ⊆  × (TBN, a) × is the smallest relation satisfying for any (BN, sBN) ∈  that
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JALALI ET AL. 11 of 21

FIGURE 11 An example for enabling and firing rules in an H-net

• for any t ∈ TBN∖endBN:

(BN, s)[t, a⟩ ⇒ (BN, sBN)[t, a⟩(BN, sBN) −
⎛⎜⎜⎝BN, [ ∪

BN
p∈• t

{(p, a)}]
⎞⎟⎟⎠ +

⎛⎜⎜⎝BN, [ ∪
BN

p∈t•

{(p, a)}]
⎞⎟⎟⎠

−
∑

n∈CN,∀t1∈TBN𝜒(t1 ,n)=(t,m∈RS)∧∃sn∈s(n,sn)∈ (n, sn)¶

+
∑

n∈𝜙(t),∀sn∈s(n,sn)∉
∑

t1∈TBN ,

𝜒(t,n)=(t1 ,mcr)∨𝜒(t,n)=(t1 ,ocr)

∑
p∈Pn ,

n
• p=∅

(n, [(p, (t, assign(t)))])‖
+
∑

n∈𝜙(t)
∑

t1∈TBN ,

𝜒(t,n)=(t1 ,mcar)∨𝜒(t,n)=(t1 ,ocar)

∑
p∈Pn ,

n
• p=∅

(n, [(p, (t, assign(t)))])∗∗

• for a transition t = endBN with an output place o′, the firing rule for the token with value a = (𝛽, n) is: (BN, s)[t, a⟩ ⇒ (BN, s)[t, a⟩(BN, sBN) −∑
n∈{BN}∪CN,∀s′∈s(n, s′) ∈  †† + (BN, [(o′, a)])

Definition 18. H-net firing rules: The firing rule of a marked H-net
(

H =
(

BN = (PBN, TBN, FBN),CN, 𝜙, 𝜒
)
, s = sBN ∪ sCN

)
consists of the union of

the firing rules for its B-net and concerns' nets.

¶to remove all initiated tokens from related concerns‖to add tokens in mcr and ocr
∗∗to add tokens in mcar and ocar
††to remove all tokens from all nets
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12 of 21 JALALI ET AL.

FIGURE 12 An example for enabling and firing rules in an H-net

Definition 19. Soundness: Let H =
(

BN = (PBN, TBN, FBN),CN, 𝜙, 𝜒
)

be an H-net, where i and o denote the input and output places of BN,

respectively, and startBN and endBN denote start and end event transitions of BN respectively, and a is a token with the value (𝛽,1)). H is sound iff

• safeness: (HN, [(i, a)]) is safe,

• proper completion: for any marking s ∈ [H, [(i, a)]⟩, (o, a) ∈ s implies s = [(o, a)]),
• option to complete: for any marking s ∈ [H, [(i, a)]⟩, [(o, a)] ∈ [H, s⟩, and

• absence of dead transition: (H, [(i, a)]) contains no dead transitions.

An H-net is always sound because

1. it is safe since (a) there will not be 2 tokens with the same value relating to the same case in any place in the concern nets because each marked

concern net is initiated with a different token number by the assign function and each concern net is a WF-net, which is safe; (b) there will not

be 2 tokens with the same value relating to the same case in any place in the B-net since other concerns do not add tokens in the places in the

B-net, which is also a WF-net and safe.

2. it finishes properly since endBN will remove all tokens from all places in all nets and will produce 1 token in the output place.

3. it always has the option to complete since (a) for optional concerns, they will not affect the execution semantics of the B-net, so the end marking is

reachable from any marking in these nets; (b) for mandatory concerns, they are initiated with a marking that puts a token in their input place, and

since they are WF-nets, they will finish with a token in the output place. This token will be consumed by the terminator or by the end transition

in the B-net, so any marking in these nets will reach the end; (c) the end marking is reachable from any marking in the B-net, because the B-net

is a WF-net that needs a proper completion of the mandatory concern nets to continue, and the mandatory concern nets are, in turn, WF-nets,

which will be completed properly. Thus, the B-net will reach the end as well.

4. it has no dead transition since for any transition t ∈ TBN, there is a marking that is reachable from the initial marking to enable it because (a) if

there are no concern nets initiated by a transition in the B-net, there is a marking that will enable the transition because the B-net itself is a

WF-net and all transitions have a reachable marking that enables them; (b) if there are concern nets initiated by a transition in the B-net, (i) if

they are optional concerns, they do not affect the execution of the transitions in the B-net, and (ii) if they are mandatory concerns, they are also

WF-nets, which are initiated by a token in their input places, so they will eventually finish and they will not make any reachable marking in the

B-net unreachable. Thus, there will be no dead transitions in an H-net.
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6 IMPLEMENTATION

This section briefly describes the design choices for the implementation of the artifacts developed as a proof of concept to support the defined

notation and semantics. As explained earlier, we selected a black-box dynamic quantification and a dynamic weaving to avoid problems that other

choices introduce. This choice requires a system that (1) provides information about process instances at runtime and (2) enables altering process

instances at runtime. These functionalities are supported by a standard called Workflow Reference Model,28 which is developed by the Workflow

Management Coalition.

6.1 The architecture

Yet Another Workflow Language3 is an example of Workflow Management System, which is designed and implemented according to the Workflow

Reference Model. It is open-source and is designed on the basis of a Service-Oriented Architecture, which makes extending it easy. It also supports

workflow patterns, which makes it a good choice for designing and enacting business processes. Therefore, we defined our artifacts on top of YAWL.

Figure 13 depicts the architecture of the whole system. In this figure, the YAWL Workflow Engine corresponds to the Workflow Enactment Service

of the Workflow Reference Model. The YAWL Editor corresponds to the Process Definition Tools. The Resource Service and the Weaver Service are the

Workflow Client Applications.

The user can design core and cross-cutting concerns using the YAWL Editor. The core concerns are stored in the Process Repository, and the

cross-cutting concerns are stored in the Advice Repository. The user can also define the relations between these concerns (the pointcuts) using

a Rule Editor, which stores the pointcuts in the Pointcut Repository. The YAWL Workflow Engine is responsible for enacting the core and the

cross-cutting concerns. On top of it, we implemented the Weaver Service, based on the enabling rules and firing rules defined in Section 5, which

enforces the correct execution of these models. The Resource Service provides an interface to the users for the execution of instances of each task

at runtime. This service authorizes the user according to the access rights, which are defined in the Org(organizational) Model. It also stores the

result of any execution in an Event Log. The tasks that can be performed by a user are shown to her or him through a worklist.

6.2 The modeling toolset

The YAWL Editor supports the definition of both imperative core and cross-cutting concerns. To support the definition of pointcuts, we implemented

a designer called Rule Editor. Figure 14 shows a screenshot of the rule editor and the YAWL Editor for our running case.** The top window shows the

YAWL Editor through which the core and cross-cutting concerns are designed. The bottom window shows the Rule Editor that enables the definition

of pointcuts.

**‡‡All artifacts can be downloaded fromhttp://people.dsv.su.se/~aj/WeaverService/

FIGURE 13 The architecture
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FIGURE 14 The YAWL and Rule Editors

FIGURE 15 Enacting the process models

6.3 The enactment service

To support the enactment of the models, we implemented a service in YAWL, called Weaver Service. Figure 15 shows a worklist, in which all instances

of the tasks that can be executed in the core and the cross-cutting concerns can be observed (the user administrator can see the tasks assigned to

all the users of the system). The task Write Course Summary cannot be started in this case (it is suspended) because the Weaver Service disables it.

This is because 2 instances of the mandatory advice Grade Registration (see tasks with ids 225 and 228) should be finished before this task (see the

top left rule in Figure 14).

The models are enacted according to the provided semantics. In particular, enacting these models using the implemented artifacts allows us to

(1) enable the separation of cross-cutting concerns such that these can be executed in parallel to parts of the main process model and (2) enable the

definition of both optional and mandatory cross-cutting concerns.

7 EVALUATION

This section reports the result of evaluating our approach. This evaluation aims at studying the potential of the proposed approach to be later used

in real domains. Moody29 proposed and investigated a method to evaluate the information systems' artifacts based on the technology acceptance

model30 and methodological pragmatism. In this method, the actual usage of an artifact is defined as a variable that depends on the intention to use of

the artifact by users. The intention to use depends on the perceptions of the users for both efficiency and effectiveness, called perceived ease of use and

perceived usefulness, respectively. The efficiency is defined as reducing the effort to complete a task, and the effectiveness is defined as improving

the quality of the result.
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The method is used for evaluating different artifacts in the business process management area (eg, the patterns to deal with complexity in business

process models11,31). Therefore, we evaluated the perceived ease of use and perceived usefulness of our artifact using this method. To the best of our

knowledge, this is the first evaluation about perceived ease of use and usefulness of an AO-BPM approach.

To evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of our artifact, we set up a workshop with 28 students, of which 20 were bachelor and 8 were master

level students. These students have been studying a course on business process management in which they learn about business process modeling,

analysis, configuration, implementation, monitoring, and mining. The course is offered to both bachelor and master students. Bachelor students

can take this course in their final year of study as an advance course in the area of Computer and Systems Sciences. They experienced tools like

WoPeD for designing and analyzing business process models using Petri nets; Signavio for designing BPMN models; YAWL for modeling, analysis,

and enacting business processes using YAWL Notation; and ProM for performing process mining activities. Therefore, we believe that they had a

good background to participate in the workshop and experience our approach, and they can be considered good proxies for novice process analysts.

Among these students, 11 participants were female, and 17 were male. The age of student varies. There were 15 students between 20 and 24, 8

students between 25 and 29, 3 students between 30 and 34, and 2 students between 35 and 39.

On the basis of our teaching experience, students learn more quickly when they perform process design activities in groups of 2 or 3. Thus, in

the workshop, students were divided into 10 groups randomly chosen, ie, 8 groups of 3 and 2 groups of 2. We asked students to design a process

model for our running case. Then, we asked them to apply a change in the model. Later, we introduced the new technique defined in this paper, and

we asked them to design the process using this technique. Afterwards, we asked them to apply the change in the new model. Finally, we asked every

participant to fill a survey individually. The survey questions are adapted from the questionnaire given in Davis.30 This questionnaire was chosen

with the aim of measuring the perceived usefulness and easy to use of our approach based on the framework defined in this paper. The details about

questions can be found in the appendix. The survey contains 2 sets of questions to measure if our proposed approach improves usefulness (first set)

and ease of use (second set) with respect to a standard modeling approach. Students could choose answers based on scales from extremely likely to

extremely unlikely, which are mapped to numbers from 7 to 1, respectively.30

Figure 16 shows how our approach is perceived in terms of usefulness and ease of use. The medians for both measures are above 5, which shows

that most participants found the approach useful and easy to use. There were also negative comments though. One comment on the approach was

about model fragmentation in a way that “it [(this approach)] makes the models more sparse.” This comment applies to the whole modularization

techniques that encapsulate parts of models to support reusability and change management. One student mentioned that the models could be “a bit

hard to understand.” According to a comment raised by one of the participants, it is challenging to “learn all the different arrows.” These comments

are about the graphical notation of our approach that has sometimes been found not easy to be understood. The graphical notation can be changed

in the future to make the modeling notation easier to understand. However, this problem might also be applied to declarative business process

modeling in general, which requires a similar investigation to improve understandability.

Overall, the evaluation provides indications that the method is useful and easy to use for a novice audience. This raises our hopes that the method

would be adopted by process analysts in practice. As shown in Jalali et al,16 AO-BPM can help designers to deal with the complexity of business
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FIGURE 16 Perceived Usefulness and Ease of Use of our approach in General
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process models. On the basis of our evaluation, we hope that the proposed modeling approach can provide an additional instrument to support the

design of complex process models. Currently, there is a preliminary stage of a project at Stockholm University to find suitable subjects to assess the

applicability of applying aspect mining32 in the banking domain. Some of the identified process managers will be invited to assess other techniques

in the context of AO-BPM and, in particular, the modeling approach presented in this paper.

8 DISCUSSION

This section discusses the possibility of extending other business process modeling notations (particularly BPMN) based on our approach. In

addition, it discusses threats to validity of our evaluation.

8.1 The proposed solution based on BPMN

We present our modeling approach using Petri nets, as they provide the formal foundations of several imperative languages and are one of the

standard ways to model and analyze business processes. However, since BPMN is a widely adopted business process modeling language in industry,

we also show how our approach can be used when the process models are represented using BPMN.

Figures 17 and 18 show the Course Examination process and the related cross-cutting concerns expressed using BPMN 2.0. The core concern

complies with the BPMN 2.0 specification, which means that the process designer does not need to know about the cross-cutting concerns when

modeling the core concern (there are no elements referring to the cross-cutting concerns in the core concern). This shows that the obliviousness

property is valid. The cross-cutting concerns in our approach are also imperative models, and they can be designed using AOBPMN 2.0.33 Each

cross-cutting concern has a conditional start event that triggers the concern if a given condition is evaluated to true. The conditions are specified

through pointcuts. The pointcuts can be specified with the language we propose in this paper with the same semantics.

Note that modeling core and cross-cutting concerns by only using BPMN 2.0 can still introduce the scattering and tangling problems that were

discussed at the beginning of the paper for vertical and horizontal decomposition techniques. For example, the use of event subprocesses with a

non-interrupting conditional start event to represent cross-cutting concerns does not solve the scattering problem since all process models that

are connected to a concern should incorporate the same subprocess that represents that concern. In case of callable subprocesses (ie, subprocesses

that can be shared by different process models), the scattering problem is solved, but still the modeler should know at design time the places where

the concern has to be incorporated and a change in how the subprocess should applies would enforce modelers to refine all invocations.
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FIGURE 17 Course Examination process in BPMN Notation

FIGURE 18 The cross-cutting concerns processes in AOBPMN Notation
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8.2 Threats to validity

The evaluation of usability and understandability of a modeling language is not trivial since it depends on the characteristics of the subjects involved

in the evaluation like their competencies and experience. In our evaluation, this threat to validity is mitigated by the fact that, since hybrid approaches

are new in the business process management field, there are very few people who have experience in modeling using these approaches. Therefore,

it is reasonable to assume that all the subjects involved were not familiar with this type of approaches.

A second threat to validity of our evaluation is the fact that we only tested our approach on 1 group of subjects, ie, students. Thus, the evaluation

cannot be generalized further to claim usability and understandability for other groups of subjects like process managers, business analysts, or

industrial business designers. In spite of this, the probability of well-perceived usefulness due to the student's limited knowledge of other languages

and modeling options is mitigated by the fact that students had, on average, good knowledge of different business process modeling notations like

Petri nets, YAWL, EPCs, and BPMN.

Finally, we used a simple case in our evaluation, which could enhance the perceived ease of use of the new technique by participants. The ease of

use could decrease when using more complex business processes due to the inherent complexity of the processes themselves. Therefore, it would

be interesting to evaluate the ease of use of our approach when modelers are required to deal with more complex cases. In addition, the use of more

sophisticated scenarios would also be valuable for further investigating the effectiveness of our approach to support modelers when dealing with

complex process models.

9 RELATED WORK

The idea of separation of cross-cutting concerns has been proposed and investigated in the programming area in the context of Aspect-Oriented

Programming (AOP).13,19 This idea has been growing and inspired 2 other paradigms, ie, requirement engineering34 and service composition.35-38

Aspect-Oriented Service Composition inspired researchers to work on separation of concerns also in the context of business process models.

Wang et al39 propose an approach to encapsulate cross-cutting concerns of business processes into separated modules, but their approach does

not support obliviousness property. Thus, the process modeler should know about cross-cutting concerns, and a placeholder should be considered

for relating cross-cutting concerns to process models. The same approach has been followed by Shankardass.40 Although these works could not

propose an approach to separate cross-cutting concerns completely, they identified the problem and the need of solutions for such a problem.

Charfi et al.41 proposed extensions of BPMN to support separation of cross-cutting concerns from business process models, called AO4BPMN.

However, they defined neither a pointcut language nor a tool that identifies join points [Correction added on 12 February 2018, after first online

publication: “quantifies” corrected to “identifies”]. Jabeen et al42 extended AOBPMN by developing a pointcut language without developing a tool

to support it. Cappelli et al15 defined a pointcut language and developed a tool to support it by extending the Oryx Editor.43 This extension is

called CrossOryx.15 None of these approaches defined the modeling notation formally, so Jalali et al33 formalized the aspect orientation extension

of BPMN.

Santos et al44 discussed some open issues in modeling cross-cutting concerns, classified in 3 categories, ie, (1) how to model them (called method),

(2) how to document them (called model), and (3) how to use them (called management). Jalali45 proposed a framework based on which different

approaches are compared.

Aspect-Oriented Business Process Modeling enables separation of cross-cutting concerns by encapsulating them into separated modules. Like

any business process modeling technique, these models should be able to be analyzed by the designer in terms of soundness. Jalali formalized the

modeling using Petri nets and proposed an algorithm to merge these models into traditional ones, called Static Weaving.21 In this way, the merged

model can be analyzed through existing business process modeling approaches, and process designers can investigate problems at design time.

To enact aspect-oriented business process models,20 Jalali et al22,46 defined the dynamic weaving. This approach has been extended to cover

the whole Business Process Management lifecycle.16 They also show how the enactment support for AOBPM can support agile business process

development.47 Patiniotakis et al48 also implemented a tool to support dynamic weaving. Witteborg et al49 extended AOBPMN and supported the

enactment of those models through static weaving.

There are some other works that focus on different aspects of AO-BPM. Di Francescomarino et al.50 and Ghidini et al51 investigated how

cross-cutting concerns can be identified by querying process models. Jalali32 proposed a method to discover aspect-oriented business process mod-

els from event logs that contain 4 main steps, ie, (1) cross-cutting concerns discovery, (2) cross-cutting concerns elimination, (3) business process

discovery, and (4) relation (pointcut) discovery. Brandão et al52 also proposed an approach to discover cross-cutting concerns automatically.

Sutton53 illustrates how to use Aspect Orientation to model software processes. Reis et al54 also used this principle to support the design of

high-level policies in software process models. Furthermore, Harrison et al55 demonstrated how Aspect-Oriented software development could

support software development processes in an open source project, called Concern Manipulating Environment. Mishali and Katz56 used aspects to

support software development modeling and management. To support development, they enforced desirable development practices using aspects.

To support management, they used aspects to document software development processes. Bendraou et al57 proposed a framework for process

modeling, simulation, and execution by combining Aspect and Model-Driven Engineering approaches. This framework has an executable semantics

that enables simulation and execution of models, and it is based on UML4SPM, which is a UML2.0-based Language for Software Process Modeling.

UML2.0 activity diagrams are enriched in this approach to deal with software process modeling.
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All these approaches focus on imperative approaches to address separation of cross-cutting concerns in process modeling, and they cannot enable

the separation of cross-cutting concerns executed in parallel to parts of the main process model and the definition of both optional and mandatory

cross-cutting concerns.

Finally, there are few initiatives similar to our work aimed at investigating the understandability of different imperative and declarative modeling

languages in the business process management area. For example, La Rosa et al11,31 investigated the perceived usefulness and easy to use of different

workflow patterns. De Smedt et al58 investigated how the understandability of declarative models can be improved by making hidden dependencies

among them visible to users. To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first evaluation about perceived ease of use and usefulness of an AO-BPM

approach.

10 CONCLUSION

This paper introduces a new approach for separating cross-cutting concerns when modeling business processes. This approach facilitates this by

defining declarative rules to relate process models with cross-cutting concerns. In particular, it supports the definition of concerns that can be exe-

cuted in parallel to the main process. The new approach also enables the definition of optional cross-cutting concerns. A formal semantics of the

proposed models is also defined in this paper to enable workflow management systems to execute the proposed models. The approach has been

implemented to demonstrate its feasibility in the setting of a case study from the education domain. The usability of the approach is also stud-

ied through a workshop with the involvement of students who are familiar with modeling business processes. The result shows that participants

perceived the approach usable and easy to use.

For future work, it would be interesting to extend and investigate our approach, which is limited to the control-flow perspective, toward other

perspectives as well, like data, resource, and time. In addition, we only focused on using specific types of declarative rules, so it is open to investigate

if other types of declarative rules can help enriching the separation of concerns on a more advanced level. Finally, it is interesting to perform a

thorough evaluation to measure and quantify the improvement of maintainability of the new types of models in comparison to the use of traditional

approaches, in particular in the context of industry-strength cases.
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APPENDIX A

This appendix describes the structure of the survey and other relevant contents to help a better understanding of the experimental material.

A.1 Structure of the survey

Students could choose answers based on scales from extremely likely to extremely unlikely. Here is the range of the scale among which students could

select 1 option.

• extremely likely

• quite likely

• slightly likely

• neither likely nor unlikely

• slightly unlikely

• quite unlikely

• extremely unlikely

These options (with the specified order) are mapped to an ordinal scale where the extremely likely option is mapped to 7 and extremely unlikely

option is mapped to 1.

In the following sections, we describe the 2 sets of questions for measuring the perceived usefulness and the perceived ease of use of our approach.

A.2 Questions for measuring perceived usefulness

These are the questions used to measure the perceived usefulness of our approach. The questions are designed on the basis of the technology

acceptance model.30

• B.1.1. Using Hybrid AO-BPM in this experience enabled me to model business processes more quickly.

• B.1.2. Using Hybrid AO-BPM in this experience improved my performance when modeling business processes.

• B.1.3. Using Hybrid AO-BPM in this experience increased my productivity when modeling business processes.

• B.1.4. Using Hybrid AO-BPM in this experience enhanced my effectiveness on modeling business processes.

• B.1.5. Using Hybrid AO-BPM in this experience made it easier for me to model business processes.

• B.1.6. I found Hybrid AO-BPM useful in this experience.

A.3 Questions for measuring perceived ease of use

These are the questions used to measure the perceived ease of use of our approach. Also in this case, the questions are designed on the basis of the

technology acceptance model.

• B.2.1. Learning how to use Hybrid AO-BPM was easy for me.

• B.2.2. I found it easy to get Hybrid AO-BPM to do what I wanted to do.
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• B.2.3. I found Hybrid AO-BPM understandable and clear.

• B.2.4. I found Hybrid AO-BPM flexible to be used in modeling business processes.

• B.2.5. It was easy for me to become skilful at using Hybrid AO-BPM.

• B.2.6. I found Hybrid AO-BPM easy to use.

A.4 Evaluation results in detail

Figure A1 shows the results of the evaluation in detail. In general, we received quite good feedback from participants for all measures. None of

the median is below 5, which indicates good perceived usefulness and ease of use in general. Note that according to measure B.2.3, although the

approach is well understood by most of the subjects, some of them found it not very easy to understand.
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1
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(B) Perceived Ease of Use

FIGURE A1 Perceived Usefulness and Ease of Use of our approach in detail
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